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Filing to Grounds
for Opposition &
Cancellation
in TTAB Proceedings
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TTAB Dashboard - https://www.uspto.gov/dashboards/TTAB/main.dashxml

Timing to File Notice of
Opposition

Timing to File Petition
to Cancel

Timing to File Petition
to Cancel
within 5
years

ESTTA Filing Required

exceptional
circumstances or
technical difficulties

Petition to File on Paper
• EOT, NOO, Petition to Cancel, and answers filed on paper
must be accompanied by petition to Director and fee
under 37 C.F.R. § 2.146.
• Include verified facts showing extraordinary circumstances or
technical difficulties exist.

• Paper filings not accompanied by petition not considered.
–

DFC Expo v. Coyle, 121 USPQ2d 1903 (TTAB 2017)

• All other filings on paper before TTAB must include
specific facts detailing inability to file by ESTTA.
(81 Fed. Reg. at 69966)

ESTTA Coversheet §§1 & 44

(§ 2.104(a) and (c))
• Coversheet and complaint inform the scope of the
opposition.

ESTTA Coversheet §66(a)
• NOO against § 66(a) Madrid application is
limited to goods, services, and grounds set
forth in ESTTA cover sheet (§ 2.107(a) and (b)).
➢ ESTTA cover sheet controls even when the attached
complaint differs from cover sheet.

Identifying Potential Opposer

Plead Facts to Support
Claims

Any person who believes he is or will be damaged
by registration, i.e., one who has "real interest" in
the proceeding and a "reasonable" basis for his
belief of damage.
Ritchie v. Simpson, 50 USPQ2d 1023 (Fed. Cir. 1999)

Pleaded Registration Issues - Standing
•

➢
➢

(§ 2.122(d)(1))

West Indies Trading Co. LLC
v. Nicole Averette, Opp. No.
91220931 (TTAB Feb. 24,
2017)
➢

➢

➢

Bootstrap Brewing v.
Bootstrap Kombucha, Opp.
No. 91232950 (TTAB June
29, 2019)
“If an opposer submitted status
and title copies of its federal
registrations, we would find that
the opposer has established
standing to oppose….[and]
priority would not be an
issue….”

Likelihood of confusion
False suggestion of a connection
Dilution
Abandonment
Void ab initio
Lack of bona fide intent
Fraud
Descriptiveness & Lack of Acquired Distinctiveness
Primarily merely a surname
Genericness
Misrepresentation
Functionality
Deceptiveness

False Suggestion of Connection §2(a)
“(a) consists of or comprises… matter which
may…falsely suggest a connection with persons
living or dead, institutions….”

False Suggestion of Connection §2(a)

Buffett v. Chi-Chi’s, Inc., 226 USPQ 428 (TTAB 1985)

King v. Trace Publishing, Inc. (TTAB 1999)
➢ I HAVE A DREAM
is famous and
recognized as Dr.
King's identity.
➢ WE HAVE A
DREAM falsely
suggests a
connection with Dr.
Martin Luther King,
Jr. and his identity.

New York Yankees P’ship v. Evil Enterp.,
Inc. (TTAB 2013)
➢ Public frequently
referred to the
Yankees as the
“Evil Empire”
➢ Although Yankees
did not use the
mark EVIL EMPIRE,
they “implicitly
embraced” the
nickname

New York Yankees P’ship v. Evil Enterp.

➢ BASEBALLS EVIL EMPIRE falsely suggests a
connection with the New York Yankees and its identity

Lack of Bona Fide Intent

➢
➢
➢

Grounds – Lack of Bona Fide Intent

Commodore Elecs. v. CBM
Kabushiki Kaisha (TTAB 1993

LinkedIn Corp. v. Int’l Council for Educ. Reform
& Dev. (ICERD), (TTAB 2018)

• Applicant filed ITU application for LINKEDED for wide range
of online services and websites for educators and students,
among other things.
• More than two years after filing, applicant admitted it had no
“business plans,” “proposals” or marketing and sales plans.
• Only documents applicant initially produced to show bona
fide intent to use were formation documents for “LinkedEd
Inc.,” but none showed any use of the LINKEDED mark for
identified services.

LinkedIn Corp. v. Int’l Council for Educ. Reform

• Applicant later produced three documents to allegedly
prove its bona fide intent to use:
(1) the application.
(2) records showing the applicant purchased the domain
LINKEDED.COM.
(3) January 31, 2017 letter (two and half-years after the filing
date) from a web developer referring to plans to design
and implement the LINKEDED project.

LinkedIn Corp. v. Int’l Council for Educ. Reform

“[T]he record here is analogous to several other
cases in which the applicant had no evidence of its
business plans or partners, its capacity to offer the
identified goods or services, its concrete steps
taken in preparation for using the mark or its
designs or marketing preparations at or near the
time of filing. Here, as in those cases, the evidence
is consistent not with a bona fide intention to use
at the time of filing, but rather with an intention to
merely reserve a right in a mark.”

A&H Sportswear Co., Inc. v. Yedor, Opposition No.
91235843 (TTAB March 29, 2019) (precedential)
• Applicant had “one shirt design”
that he gave to friends and
family as “prototype T-shirt” in
2005 when White Sox won World
Series.
• “plans to build a website in the
event the Chicago White Sox win
the World Series.”
• Applicant owned domain name
WHITESOXSHIRTS.COM.

A&H Sportswear Co. v. Yedor

eleven years before the filing date of his
application

A&H Sportswear Co. v. Yedor

Applicant’s
mark on his T-shirt in 2005 was not
sufficiently contemporaneous with the
February 26, 2016 filing date
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A mark is used in commerce
on services when [1] it is used or
displayed in the sale or advertising
of services and [2] the services are
rendered in commerce, or the
services are rendered in more than
one State or in the United States
and a foreign country and the
person rendering the services is
engaged in commerce in
connection with the services.

“[A]n applicant’s preparations
to use a mark in commerce are
insufficient to constitute use in
commerce. Rather, the mark must
be actually used in conjunction with
the services described in the
application for the mark.”

“[A]dvertising or publicizing a
service that the applicant intends to
perform in the future will not
support registration;” the
advertising must instead “relate to
an existing service which has
already been offered to the
public.”

Tao Licensing, LLC v. Bender Consulting Ltd., 125
USPQ2d 1043, Can. No. 92057132 (TTAB 2017)

Tao Licensing, LLC v. Bender Consulting Ltd.
• 2010: Respondent’s owner, Mr. Bender, visited a TAO
venue in an unsuccessful attempt to sell KAI VODKA.

• July 11, 2011: Respondent files an intent-to-use
application for TAO VODKA for “alcoholic beverages
excluding beer”
• Mid-April 2012: Vietnamese distillery ships one case of
vodka samples bearing the TAO VODKA mark to “Mr.
Marcus Bender of Kai Vodka,” respondent’s related entity.
• Late April 2012: Respondent provides free samples of
TAO VODKA to three different parties.

Tao Licensing, LLC v. Bender Consulting Ltd.
• April 24, 2012: Respondent files a Statement of Use, in
advance of the September 20, 2012 Statement of Use
deadline, alleging use of the TAO VODKA mark in
commerce as of April 9, 2012.

• May 2012: Respondent “proposed a business relationship”
with Petitioner that included a mid-six-figure sum for the
purchase of the TAO VODKA registration.
• April 30, 2013: Petitioner files cancellation action.
• December 2014: Respondent received first purchase
order for TAO VODKA from distributor.

Tao Licensing, LLC v. Bender Consulting Ltd.
Was distribution of three samples below “use in
commerce”?

1. An out-of-state shareholder of Kai Vodka, LLC -

NO

2. A restaurant in Hawaii located across the street from
Mr. Bender -

NO

3. A liquor distributor in Hawaii -

NO

Tao Licensing, LLC v. Bender Consulting Ltd.
“We find Mr. Bender’s sharing of these
samples with the three parties was
more in the nature of a preliminary
advisory consultation than bona fide
use of the TAO VODKA mark in the
ordinary course of trade. Thus,
Respondent failed to make the
requisite use of the mark in commerce
prior to the Statement of Use
deadline.”

Abandonment

Abandonment

Cervejaria Petropolis SA v. Ambev S.A., 2019 WL 5076369
(Fed. Cir. Oct. 10, 2019)

Cervejaria Petropolis SA v. Ambev S.A.
• When CP acquired FUSION mark in
Oct. 2011, it did not intend to use mark
for registered products (intended to sell
liquid drinks, not powdered).

• CP did not export/ship any FUSION
products into U.S.
• No advertising or promotion in U.S.
• No blog /webpage displayed or
referred to FUSION.

Cervejaria Petropolis SA v. Ambev S.A.
• AMBEV’s private investigator testified
she found no use of FUSION mark for
products in U.S. through June 2014.
• CP’s predecessor corporate filings
indicate it discontinued sales of
products.
• Uncorroborated interrog. response
that CP used FUSION for “pre-mixed
energy drink” in Oct. 2014 did not
show use in ordinary course of trade or
intent to resume use of registered
product.
• Recording assignment/acquisition of
FUSION mark with PTO insufficient.

Cervejaria Petropolis SA v. Ambev S.A.

• CP’s produced evidence suggesting
use of FUSION mark beginning July
2015, after more than three and a
half consecutive year of nonuse.
• Advertisement on race car and driver
jumpsuit at Iowa Corn 300.
• No testimony or other evidence
regarding alleged use.

Cervejaria Petropolis SA v. Ambev S.A.

“Use of a mark for an unidentified
product, after more than three
consecutive years of nonuse,
without any evidence of intent to
resume use during that period,
does not establish use or intent to
resume use.”

Fraud

In re Bose, 91 USPQ2d 1938 (Fed. Cir. 2009)

Fraud

Asian & Western Classics B.V. v. Selkow, 92 USPQ2d 1478
(TTAB 2009)

National Mortgage LLC v. Mujahid Ahmad, 112
USPQ2d 1362 (TTAB 2014)

Galperti, Inc. (TX) v. Galperti
S.R.L. (ITA), 2019 WL 6002062
(Fed. Cir. Nov. 13, 2019)

• 2005-2007, parties involved in TM dispute
in Texas regarding GALPERTI mark.

substantially exclusive and continuous
use in commerce for at least five years

Galperti, Inc. v. Galperti S.R.L.

we look to whether any use by a third party was
‘significant,’ or whether it was merely ‘inconsequential or
infringing.’”

Thank you.

linda.mcleod@kelly-ip.com

Navigating Trademark Oppositions
and Cancellation Proceedings at the
Trademark Trial and Appeal Board:

The Discovery Process Under the
Amended Rules
Stephen R. Baird | bairds@gtlaw.com | 612.259.9718
58

Why Engage in Discovery?
• Ascertain the facts underlying adversary’s case

• Position for settlement
• Position for summary judgment
• Position to add claims/counterclaims
• Position to simplify issues, agree to stipulations
• Consult Chapter 400, TBMP (Official Guide to
TTAB Practice)

• June 2016 Edition of TBMP at USPTO.gov
© 2019 Greenberg Traurig, LLP
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Mandatory Discovery/Settlement
Conference - - TBMP 401
• Requirement added in 2007, remains in place with rule changes
• Consult 37 CFR §§1.120(a)(1) & (2) and Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(f)(2)
• Promgirl, Inc. v. JPC Co., 94 USPQ2d 1759 (TTAB 2009) (mere discussion
of settlement does not substitute for full discovery conference of subjects set
forth in Fed. R. Civ. P. 26 and Board’s institution order)

• Must take place no later than the opening of the discovery period
• Obligation to participate stayed if default, Rule 12 Motion filed, or
counterclaims filed
• Board unlikely to extend deadline for discovery conference after answer is
filed
• Consider requesting the participation of a Board professional
60
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Initial Disclosures - - TBMP 401
• Cannot seek discovery until after serving initial disclosures
• Cannot move for summary judgment before initial disclosures made
• Not intended to substitute for all discovery

• Intended to allow for prompt routine disclosure of names of potential
witnesses and basic information about documents that may be used to
support a claim or defense
• Other party’s failure to comply doesn’t stay or suspend your deadline

• Failure to comply may lead to motion to compel and sanctions
• Governed by 37 CFR §2.120(a)(2) & (3) and Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(a)(1)
• Under the new rules, motions to compel initial disclosures must be filed
within 30 days after the deadline for making initial disclosures
61
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Scope of Discovery - - TBMP 402
• Non-privileged matter relevant to any party’s claim or defense
• Relevant information need not be admissible if reasonably calculated to lead
to the discovery of admissible evidence
• Not limited to discovery of matters specifically raised in pleadings
• Having said that, parties may not engage in “fishing expeditions”

• Right to discovery not unlimited, use common sense
• New rules call for “proportionality” -- ask whether probing extensive
electronically stored information (ESI) is necessary and justified
• Under the new rules, the Board will continue to view the universe of ESI
within the context of the Board’s narrower scope of jurisdiction, as
compared to that of the federal district courts
• Consult Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(b)(1) and (2)
62
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Timing of Discovery - - TBMP 403
• Opening of discovery period coincides with discovery conference deadline
– scheduled to last 180 days (consented extensions have been liberally
granted since the 2007 rule changes)
• Parties may agree to changes, but Board must approve them

• Written discovery may be served concurrently with Initial Disclosures
• Discovery depositions must be noticed and taken during the discovery
period (unless parties stipulate otherwise or Board orders)
• Written discovery may no longer be served on the last day of discovery
period – parties must plan ahead to ensure responses are due prior to the
close of the discovery period.
• Documents must be produced/inspected by the close of discovery
• Mere delay in initiating discovery does not constitute good cause for
unconsented extension of discovery period
63
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Discovery Depositions - - TBMP 404
• Generally may be taken by any party, of any adverse party or any relevant
non-party (must notice and take before close of discovery)
• Parties should attempt to schedule depositions by agreement instead of
deposing party unilaterally setting a deposition date
• Must provide reasonable notice in writing (reasonableness depends on
circumstances)
• Need Board’s permission if proposed deposition would result in more than
total of ten depositions
• Deposition of party residing outside U.S. must be taken on written
questions
• Board will not order deposition of natural person residing outside country
to come to U.S. for deposition
• Consult Fed. R. Civ. P. 30(b) (1) & (6)
64
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Interrogatories - - TBMP 405
• May no longer serve interrogatories on the last day of discovery
• Still limited to seventy-five interrogatories, including subparts, absent
stipulation allowing more, or motion showing good cause
• On counting subparts toward limit of seventy-five, see TBMP 405.03(d)
• General objection on ground of excessive number is appropriate response,
not proper to answer what you consider to be first seventy-five and object to
rest
• Although Motion to Compel can be a proper response to general objection,
the Board prefers to see parties work out agreement on revised set to avoid
motion practice
• Responses due with any objections, thirty days after date of service, signed
by party, officer or agent
65
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Document Requests - - TBMP 406
• Number of document requests now limited to 75 (can move if good cause)
• Subpoena duces tecum appropriate for non-party witnesses
• For document requests of a party, see Fed. R. Civ. P. 34(a) & 26(b)
• No obligation to locate documents not in possession, custody or control
• Party may not mislead its adversary by stating it will produce documents then fail to do so
claiming the documents aren’t in possession or control
• Parties not under obligation to prepare documents that do not already exist

• Parties are expected to discuss format for ESI production during mandatory discovery
conference
• Documents produced in electronically stored form not kept in ordinary course of business
must be organized and labeled to correspond to the categories in each request
• Objections and responses due thirty days from service of requests
66
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Requests for Admission - - TBMP 407
• Appropriate subject matter involves requests to admit the truth of any
matters within the scope of Rule 26(b)(1) relating to facts, the application of
law to fact, opinions about either, and the genuineness of any described
documents – also Consult Fed. R. Civ. P. 36(a)

• Now limited to 75, unless motion for more granted for good cause
• Very helpful in identifying those facts that are not in dispute, narrowing
issues for trial
• Also may facilitate introduction into evidence documents produced by
adversary in response to request for production of documents
• May serve one comprehensive request on authentication of docs
• Unanswered admission requests deemed admitted by operation of law
unless failure to timely respond due to excusable neglect or unless Board
grants motion to withdraw or amend admissions
67
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Duty to Cooperate, Search Records, and
Supplement Responses - - TBMP 408
• Board expects parties and their counsel to cooperate and looks with extreme
disfavor on those who do not
• Each party and counsel has a duty to make good faith effort to satisfy discovery
needs of adversary, and to only seek proper and relevant discovery
• Adversary’s non-compliance with obligations does not excuse compliance of
other party
• Moving party must make good faith effort to resolve discovery dispute before
Motion to Compel
• Duty exists to thoroughly search records for all information properly sought in
discovery request
• Duty exists to supplement or correct discovery disclosure or responses in
timely manner
• Delaying too long risks the preclusion sanction in Fed. R. Civ. P. 37(c)(1)
68
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Attacking and Compelling Discovery - TBMP 410
• Motions to compel discovery or test sufficiency must be filed prior to the
deadline for plaintiff’s pre-trial disclosures
• Change in timing is intended to avoid disruption on eve of trial
• Burden is on party seeking the information to establish why relevant
• Parties must articulate objections to written discovery with particularity

• Failure to timely respond to discovery requests may lead to waiver of right
to object to the discovery requests on their merits
• Failure to serve initial disclosures constitutes proper ground for objection to
discovery requests
• When requests for discovery constitutes clear harassment, motion for
protective order may be needed, if the parties are unable to resolve
disagreement
69
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Remedies for Failure to Provide
Disclosures/Discovery - - TBMP 411
• Motion to compel initial disclosures due within 30 days of deadline
• Motion to compel discovery must be filed prior to the deadline for the plaintiff’s pretrial disclosures and must precede motion for sanctions
• Motion for sanctions against non-cooperating party who fails to participate in
discovery conference need not be preceded by motion to compel, but one better
exhaust all efforts to engage with counsel
• Possible sanctions include:
• Striking all or part of the pleadings of disobedient party
• Refusing to allow disobedient party to support or oppose claims or defenses
• Drawing adverse inferences against uncooperative party
• Prohibiting disobedient party from introducing designated matters in evidence
• Entering judgment against disobedient party

• No contempt, no award of expenses, no attorney’s fees
70
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Protective Orders - - TBMP 412
• Board’s standard protective order is automatically in place unless and until
Board approves stipulation or motion proposing alternative
• Three tiers of protection to shield confidential and sensitive information
from public access under standard protective order:
• Confidential (parties and their attorneys have access)
• Highly Confidential (parties and their attorneys have access)

• Trade Secret/Commercially Sensitive (outside counsel has access)

• Burden falls on party seeking to designate information as protected
• If party fails to designate, the confidentiality is deemed waived

• Designating party has duty to make meaningful effort to designate only that
information warranting the designated level of protection
• Board may disregard label if it cannot reasonably be confidential
71
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Telephone and Pretrial Conferences - TBMP 413
• Board open to resolving discovery-related motions by telephone
conference 37 CFR § 2.120(i)(1)
• Motion to Compel

• Motion to Quash
• Motion for Protective Orders

• Allows for expedient resolution of disputes and encourages greater
cooperation between the parties
• The Board may exercise on its own initiative and order the parties to
meet in person at the Board’s office to resolve complex disputes over
disclosures and discovery for a pretrial conference

72
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Frequently Asked Discovery Guideline
Questions - - TBMP 414
• Is identification of discovery documents (as opposed to their substance) privileged
or confidential? Answer: NO, must identify them
• Are the classes of customers for a party’s involved goods or services discoverable?
Answer: YES, but the names of customers (including dealers) are confidential and
not discoverable, even under protective order (unless first use or abandonment at
issue)
• Are trademark search reports discoverable? Answer: YES, but the comments or
opinions of attorneys relating thereto are privileged and not discoverable (unless
privilege is waived)
• Are a party’s plans for expansion discoverable? Answer: YES, under protective
order
• Are names and addresses of a party’s officers discoverable? Answer: YES, but if
large number exists, need only provide identification of those most knowledgeable
of the party’s involved activities
73
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Summary of 2016 Rule Changes Impacting
Discovery Process/Procedure
• Rule changes are intended to benefit public by improving efficiency
• Confirming the concept of “proportionality” in the discovery process
• Motions to compel initial disclosures must be filed within 30 days after the
deadline for making initial disclosures
• Motions to compel discovery and to test the sufficiency must be filed before the
deadline for plaintiff’s pre-trial disclosures
• Document Requests and Requests for Admission, each limited to 75

• May serve one comprehensive Request for Admission on the producing party to
authenticate specific produced documents or specify which of those documents
cannot be authenticated
• Written discovery requests can no longer be served on the last day of the discovery
period, must complete discovery by the close of period
74
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Thank You!

Stephen R. Baird
Shareholder,
Greenberg Traurig, LLP
(612) 259-9718
bairds@gtlaw.com
www.DuetsBlog.com
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Trial Before the Trademark Trial
and Appeal Board:
Making Your Case Under the Trademark
Rules of Practice
Tucker Chambers | chamberst@gtlaw.com | 612.259.9725
76

WHAT WE WILL COVER
• What to do Before Trial.
• Making Discovery Materials of Record.
• Making Non-Discovery Materials of Record.
• The Trial Deposition.
• Expert Witnesses.
• Accelerated Case Resolution (ACR).
© 2019 Greenberg Traurig, LLP
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WHAT TO DO BEFORE TRIAL
• What were Your Pleaded Grounds for Opposition/Cancellation?
• What were Your Pleaded Denials/Defenses/Counterclaims?
― Did Evidence Obtained During Discovery Suggest a New
Ground/Defense?
― Do you need to Amend Your Pleadings?

― The Board will only consider claims that were pled or tried by implied
consent. UVeritech, Inc. v. Amax Lighting, Inc., 115 U.S.P.Q.2d 1242
(T.T.A.B. 2015).

© 2019 Greenberg Traurig, LLP
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WHAT TO DO BEFORE TRIAL
• Did the Board issue any Useful Discovery Orders during the Discovery Period?
• Do your Initial Disclosures need Amending?
• Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(a)(1)(A)(i), (ii), 26(e).
• Trademark Rules 2.120(a)(1), (a)(3).

• Do your Discovery Responses need Amending?
• Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(e), 33, 34, 36.
• Trademark Rules 2.120(d), (e), (i).

• Preclusion of Evidence due to Unfair Surprise.
• Great Seats, Inc. v. Great Seats, Ltd., 100 U.S.P.Q.2d 1323 (T.T.A.B. 2011) (five-factor test)
• Spier Wines (PTY) Ltd. v. Shepher, 105 U.S.P.Q.2d 1239 (T.T.A.B. 2012) (Board excludes
opposer’s sole trial witness due to failure to identify her in opposer’s initial disclosures).

© 2019 Greenberg Traurig, LLP
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WHAT TO DO BEFORE TRIAL
Instructive Note re Amending Notice of Opposition

•

→

•

The Grounds for Opposition must be included in the ESTTA cover
sheet and an accompanying statement supporting and explaining those
grounds.

•

The grounds, goods, and services in an opposition against an
Application filed under Trademark Act Sections 1 or 44 are not limited
to the ESTTA cover sheet—and can be later amended pursuant to Fed.
R. Civ. P. 15.

•

The grounds, goods, and services in an opposition against a Madrid
(Trademark Act Section 66(a)) Application are limited to those set
forth in the ESTTA cover sheet—and cannot be later amended.
― Trademark Rules 2.104(a), (c), 2.107(a), (b).
© 2019 Greenberg Traurig, LLP
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WHAT TO DO BEFORE TRIAL
•

Stipulations – Many technical requirements can be by-passed by the
parties’ written agreement, filed with and approved by the Board.
― Stipulation to Certain Facts.
― Fiserv, Inc. v. Elec. Transaction Sys. Corp., 113 U.S.P.Q.2d 1913 (T.T.A.B. 2015).

― Stipulation to Manner of Introducing Evidence (Documents or Testimony).
― N.Y. Yankees P’ship v. IET Prods. & Servs., Inc., 114 U.S.P.Q.2d 1497 (TTAB 2015).

― Stipulation to Admissibility of Certain Evidence.

•

Stipulations should be considered before the opening of testimony.

© 2019 Greenberg Traurig, LLP
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MAKING DISCOVERY
MATERIALS OF RECORD
•

•

What is a “Notice of Reliance” ?
―

It is a transmittal cover sheet type pleading that serves to tell the Board and the adverse party that
offering party intends to “rely” on certain self-authenticating types of documentary materials, where
introduction by way of a deposition is unnecessary.

―

The Notice must identify the relevance of the material offered, and associate it to one or more issues in
the proceeding. Trademark Rule 2.122(g); Barclays Capital Inc. v. Tiger Lilly Ventures Ltd., 124
U.S.P.Q.2d 1160 (T.T.A.B. 2017).

Materials that may be submitted under notice of reliance include:
―

Pleaded registrations and pleaded applications

―

Printed publications

―

Official records

―

Internet materials

―

An adverse party’s written disclosures and discovery depositions, and certain discovery responses.

―

See TBMP §§ 704.02 (general rule), 704.03-.10 (categories of materials that may be submitted).

© 2019 Greenberg Traurig, LLP
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MAKING DISCOVERY
MATERIALS OF RECORD
•

Interrogatory Answers and Admissions – Notice of Reliance Evidence.
― Trademark Rule 2.120(k).
― Interrogatory Instructions/Definitions, Questions, Answers.
― Need Not (and Should Not) Use All Answers.
― Can Include Documents Made Part of Answer(s).

― See Boi Na Braza, LLC v. Terra Sul Corp., 110 U.S.P.Q.2d 1386 (T.T.A.B. 2014).

― Admission Instructions/Definitions, Questions, Responses.
― Admissions and Partial Admissions Only.
― Denials Inadmissible: Turdin v. Trilobite, Ltd., 109 U.S.P.Q.2d 1473 (T.T.A.B. 2014)
― Need Not (and Should Not) Use All Responses.

© 2019 Greenberg Traurig, LLP
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MAKING DISCOVERY
MATERIALS OF RECORD
• Discovery Deposition Transcripts and Exhibits, and
Disclosures of Adverse Party – Notice of Reliance Evidence.
― Trademark Rule 2.120(k).
― Discovery Deposition Transcripts and Exhibits.
― Portions of Transcript and Those Exhibits to be Relied Upon.
― Need Not (and Should Not) Use Entire Transcript or All Exhibits.

― Disclosures.
― Need Not (and Should Not) Use All Disclosed Information.
― Does not include documents disclosed by adversary.
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MAKING DISCOVERY
MATERIALS OF RECORD
• Adverse Party Can Supplement When Fairness Requires.
― Trademark Rule 2.120(k)(4).

― Explanation for Supplementation Required: Bayer Consumer Care
AG v. Belmora LLC, 110 U.S.P.Q.2d 1623 (T.T.A.B. 2014).

• Objections to Improper Introduction of Evidence are
Waived if Not Timely Asserted.
― Apollo Med. Extrusion Techn., Inc. v. Med. Extrusion Techn., Inc.,
123 U.S.P.Q.2d 1844 (T.T.A.B. 2017).
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MAKING DISCOVERY
MATERIALS OF RECORD
•

Discovery Documents and Responses to Document Requests.
― Generally, documents produced by an adverse party through Initial Disclosures or through a
Fed. R. Civ. P. 34 document request are not admissible through a Notice of Reliance. Trademark
Rule 2.120(k)(3)(ii).
― Exception: Documents provided as part of an interrogatory answer. Trademark Rules
2.120(k)(3)(i), (k)(5).
― Exception: Documents that qualify as printed publications or official records. Trademark Rule
2.122(e).
― Exception: Documents that the adversary has admitted are authentic. Trademark Rule
2.120(k)(3)(i)(ii).
― Exception: Documents that have been marked and discussed during the adversary’s discovery
deposition or on cross-examination during the adversary’s testimony deposition. Trademark
Rule 2.120(k)(1).
― Exception: Formal responses stating that the documents called for do not exist. Calypso Tech.
Inc. v. Calypso Capital Mgmt. LP, 100 U.S.P.Q.2d 1213 (T.T.A.B. 2011).
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MAKING NON-DISCOVERY
MATERIALS OF RECORD
• The Party’s Registration.
― Attaching Status-and-Title Copy or TESS/TSDR and Assignment
Records to Party’s Opening Pleading. Trademark Rule 2.122(d)(1).
― Submitting Status-and-Title Copy or TESS/TSDR and Assignment
Records under Notice of Reliance. Trademark Rule 2.122(d)(2).
― Making Registration of Record during Party’s Testimony Deposition –
with testimony as to ownership and active status. Trademark Rule
2.122(d)(2).
― Failure to properly make the plaintiff’s registration of record during the
plaintiff’s testimony period can be fatal. See Sterling Jewelers Inc. v.
Romance & Co., Inc., 110 U.S.P.Q.2d 1598 (T.T.A.B. 2014).
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MAKING NON-DISCOVERY
MATERIALS OF RECORD
• Official Records.
― May be submitted via notice of reliance. Trademark Rule 2.122(e).
― “Official Records” mean the records of public offices or agencies, or
records kept in performance of the duty of a public officer.

• Printed Publications.
― May be submitted via notice of reliance. Trademark Rule 2.122(e).

― “Printed Publications” must be available to the general public in
libraries or of general circulation among the public or the relevant
segment of the public.
― See cases collected at TBMP § 704.08(a).
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MAKING NON-DISCOVERY
MATERIALS OF RECORD
•

Internet Evidence.
― May be submitted via notice of reliance. Trademark Rule 2.122(e)(2).
― Must include date of access and printing, and the URL.
― Edom Labs. Inc. v. Lichter, 102 USPQ2d 1546, 1550 (TTAB 2012) (web pages inadmissible
for lack of URL and date accessed).

― Evidence from a website that’s no longer active is not probative.
― In re Canine Caviar Pet Foods, Inc., 126 USPQ2d 1590 (TTAB 2018).

― Content of websites admissible for what they show on their face, but testimony
needed to support truth of any assertions on the web pages, which are hearsay.
WeaponX Performance Prods. Ltd. v. Weapon X Motorsports, Inc., 126 USPQ2d
1034, 1038, 1040-41 (TTAB 2018).
― For more explanation and examples, see TBMP § 704.08(b).
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MAKING NON-DISCOVERY
MATERIALS OF RECORD
•

Judicial Notice.
― Fed. R. Evid. 201.
― Fact must not be subject to reasonable dispute.
― The fact is generally known within the Board’s territorial jurisdiction; or
― The fact is capable of accurate and ready determination by resort to sources whose accuracy
cannot be reasonably questioned.

― See TBMP §704.12(a) for case examples.

•

Testimony from Another Proceeding.
― Trademark Rule 2.122(f).

― “Testimony” means trial testimony or a discovery deposition that was used as trial
testimony by parties’ agreement in another proceeding.
― Threshold.TV, Inc. v. Metronome Enters. Inc., 96 U.S.P.Q.2d 1031 (T.T.A.B. 2010).
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PRE-TRIAL DISCLOSURES
•

15 days prior to opening of testimony period, serve Pretrial Disclosures.
― Trademark Rule 2.121(e).
― Name, telephone number, address & general identifying information about
testifying witnesses, including summary of expected testimony.
― General Summary or list of testimony exhibits.

•

Failure to provide proper Pretrial Disclosures can result in entire or
portion of testimony (and accompanying exhibits) being stricken.
― Trademark Rule 2.123(e)(3).
― Wonderbread 5 v. Gilles, 115 U.S.P.Q.2d 1296 (T.T.A.B. 2015).
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THE TRIAL DEPOSITION
•

“Trial” testimony is taken by way of a deposition outside the Board’s presence
during each party’s 30-day trial testimony period.
― Objections to testimony and exhibits are “preserved” for later briefing, but not ruled upon until
the Board decides the entire case.

•

Advance preparation of testimony outlines and exhibits is crucial.
― See Trademark Rule 2.123(a) for methods by which Trial Testimony may be taken, which as of
2017 includes introduction by way of Declaration or Affidavit.
― A party may offer transcript from discovery deposition taken during the discovery period into
evidence during the party’s trial testimony period through notice of reliance (TBMP §§ 404.09,
704.09)
― The credibility of oral testimony should be supported by corroborating documents shown with
particularity to the Board.
― Nationstar Mortgage LLC v. Ahmad, 112 U.S.P.Q.2d 1361 (T.T.A.B. 2014) (Board sustained fraud
claim regarding applicant’s statements as to use of mark, based in part on failure to corroborate
testimony with documents—applicant could not state who created documents or when).
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THE TRIAL DEPOSITION
•

Absent stipulation (approved by the Board) to the contrary, a party may only take its testimony
depositions or submit its testimony declarations/affidavits during its testimony period(s).

•

Give Reasonable Notice of Testimony Deposition by Deposition Notice.

•

•

―

Trademark Rule 2.123(c).

―

Sunrider Corp. v. Raats, 83 U.S.P.Q.2d 1648 (T.T.A.B. 2007) (6 days reasonable).

―

Gaudreau v. American Promotional Events, Inc., 82 U.S.P.Q.2D 1692 (T.T.A.B. 2007) (2 days
unreasonable).

Securing Unwilling Adverse Party’s or Non-Party’s Deposition.
―

In the U.S. - by way of Subpoena.

―

Outside the U.S. – by Letters Rogatory or Hague Convention.

―

See discussion at TBMP § 703.01(f).

The entire testimony deposition transcript and exhibits must be filed with the Board.
Trademark Rule 2.125(d).
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THE TRIAL DECLARATION/AFFIDAVIT
•

Instead of a Testimony Deposition, trial testimony can be submitted via Declaration
or Affidavit,
― subject to the adverse party’s right to cross-examination
― and the party proffering the Declaration or Affidavit or must make the witness available, with the
cross-examining party bearing the cost of the Court Reporter.
― Cross-examination of U.S.-based declarant must be by oral deposition; cannot examine by written
questions. Andrusiek v. Cosmic Crusaders LLC, Cancellation No. 92064830 (TTAB 2019).
― Testimony declarations must be executed during the party’s 30-day trial testimony period.
Robinson v. Hot Grabba Leaf, LLC, 2019 U.S.P.Q.2d 149089 (TTAB 2019).

•

Cross-examination deadlines:
― An adverse party has 20 days from service of the Declaration or Affidavit to elect crossexamination of an Declarant or Affiant.
― The oral cross-examination must be completed within 30 days of the Notice of Election.
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EXPERT WITNESSES
•

Expert Disclosures due 30 days prior to close of discovery.
― Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(a)(2); Trademark Rule 2.120(a)(2)(iii).

•

After notice to the Board that one party or both parties intend to
introduce expert testimony, the Board will suspend the remainder of
the proceeding and issue a schedule for expert discovery.
― Trademark Rule 2.120(a)(2)(iii).

•

Late service or supplementation of expert disclosures can result in
expert’s testimony being stricken.
― Gemological Inst. of Am., Inc. v. Gemology Headquarters Int'l, LLC, 111
U.S.P.Q.2d 1559 (T.T.A.B. 2014) (Board granted motion to strike supplemental
expert report submitted with notice of reliance)
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EXPERT WITNESSES
•

Re-Designating a testifying expert as a non-testifying expert can shield the expert
from being deposed.
― Ate My Heart, Inc. v. GA Jeans Ltd., 111 U.S.P.Q.2d 1564 (T.T.A.B. 2014).

•

Rebuttal expert evidence should critique/counter adverse party’s expert evidence.
ProMark Brands Inc. v. GFA Brands, Inc., 114 U.S.P.Q.2d 1232 (T.T.A.B. 2015).

•

Sur-Rebuttal expert reports disfavored, rarely allowed, but not strictly prohibited.
― May be allowed when rebuttal expert disclosed new survey, and sur-rebuttal critiques survey
methodology/data. Not allowed for mere bolstering or amplifying of previous opinion. Newegg
Inc. v. Schoolhouse Outfitters, LLC, Opp. No. 91214178 (TTAB Mar. 30, 2016).

•

Methodological flaws can result in a survey expert’s testimony being afforded
limited probative value. Frito-Lay N. Am., Inc. v. Princeton Vanguard, LLC, 124
U.S.P.Q.2d 1184 (TTAB 2017).
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ACCELERATED CASE RESOLUTION
• Shortening or By-Passing Procedures. See TBMP § 702.04.
• The Summary Judgment Method.
― The key stipulation required by the Board is that the parties agree the
Board may decide issues of fact on the record before it. See, e.g.,
Trademark Rule 2.127(e)(2).

• Mix-and-Match Stipulations ...
― … to Certain Facts. Trademark Rule 2.123(b).

― … to Manner of Introducing Evidence. Trademark Rule 2.122(a).
― … to Admissibility of Certain Evidence. Trademark Rule 2.123(k)(3)(ii).
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Thank You!

Tucker Chambers
Associate
Greenberg Traurig, LLP
(612) 259-9725
chamberst@gtlaw.com
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